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EPIDEMIC DISEASE  IN  FIFTEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND:  THE
MEDICAL RESPONSE  AND THE  DEMOGRAPHIC CONSEQUENCES,
by Robert  S. Gottfried.  Leicester  University Press 1978, £10; Rutgers  University
Press  1978, $17.
Dr Gottfried  should  be commended for his industry. He has subjected about
20,000  registered  wills, letters  of  administration, and  intestacy lists  to  a  detailed

computer analysis. It is  unfortunate  that  his  results are not  more  original  than  his
method.  The  wills  date  from  1430 to 1480, from East  Anglia, Hertfordshire, and
the  City of  London.  The  information they have  revealed about patterns of

mortality, nuptuality, fertility, and wealth allowed Gottfried to  conclude  that

epidemic  disease (mostly bubonic plague) was the determining factor of
population  in the  mid-fifteenth  century.  Moreover, the  wills’ information  confirms
almost  everything that  medieval chroniclers wrote about epidemics and  their
effect  on the  population. Wills  do not reveal the  exact  date of  death, but Gottfried
used the  material  to determine the season of  mortality.  His conclusion  that
mortality during epidemic  years  peaked  during the  autumn  months is exactly what
chroniclers  had stated earlier.  Like  the chroniclers, he has  also  confirmed  that
there were  at  least seven  and as  many as eleven  national  epidemics during the

thirty-year  «period, for  a  total  of  about  eighteen  years of disease.
Gottfried’s contribution  is not entirely limited to agreement with  medieval

sources.  Indeed, this  book  will  probably be  most  useful as a source for

meticulously documented information  about  demographic movements on the

urban and rural levels  during a  century of contradiction and change. Gottfried
recognizes that  wills  have  their  problems as  sources  of  data: about  86 per cent of

the  wills which  were registered  were  composed by males  wealthy enough  to be

concerned about  the  distribution  of property after death. About two-thirds of the
total  number of testators had married at one  time  (three-fourths if  only non-
clerical  testators  are considered); remarriage rates rose after an epidemic, but the

decision  to marry again was  more  directly related  to  wealth.  Not surprisingly,

remarriage  occurred  most  often  among the rural élite and in urban areas.
Fertility followed  a  different  pattern.  Urban male replacement values were

lower  than  rural  ones: even  among London’s  wealthiest  classes, those  who  c'ould

afford to marry early and  thus increase  their  span of fertile years  often  failed to

produce  children  and replace themselves. Replacement  rates  did not  begin  to rise

until  the  1460s; increased population  during the  14705  seems to  have  been due to

a slight  increase  in  fertility and probably a  change in disease as  well, making it less

lethal  to  children  and  youths.  Gottfried traces the trend towards recovery back  to
the  14405, concluding that  the population of fifteenth-century England was  like
that  of the  twelfth  century, except that  the  latter’s size was  increasing,  and the late
medieval  period  saw  a  decline or  period  of  population  stagnation. His  estimate of
household  size  for all non-clerical  testators is surprising: an  average  3.1  persons,
rising to 4.1-4.4 for the households of  wealthy merchants  and gentry.  Gottfried

shatters the  myth  of the  extremely fertile medieval  family,  but he notes  that  the
size  was  increasing and would continue to do so  into  the  sixteenth  century.

Neither  wills  nor  computers  are easy to work  with;  the  combination  of the
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two is  sometimes  disturbing. Gottfried’s explanation  of how he  determined  the
season of  death  (pp.23—5) and his  definition  of  a  ‘crisis  mortality village’ (p.128)
are not the best  testimoriials  for the use of  computer  analysis. Few if any of the
wills  state  the cause of  death, so the  author’s  conclusion about the  role  of  disease
could  be  doubted  by the  more  hairsplitting of his critics. Gottfried does not  spend
much time analysing the effects of  disease  on  different segments  of the population.
Readers would  appreciate  an  exploration  of the  relationship between  mortality .
and the  social  structure: if population was indeed  declining, how did  this  affect
social movement and the  distribution  of  wealth?  Did  declining population have  a
positive effect on the  standard of  living of the  survivors? Gottfried’s  book  does not
attempt  to  deal  with these  questions. His  latest  work on the  sweating sickness
(Journal  of British Studies, Vol.  17, Autumn  1977, pp.12—37) uses the same
methods  to conclude  that testamentary evidence supports the  chroniclers’
identification of  a  serious disease in 1485.  Nevertheless, Gottfried’s  scholarship
provides  an  excellent  basis for the  study of  demographic  movements  during the
contradictory fifteenth century. “MAINE C  'A'rrREED

DESOLATION  OF  A CITY: COVENTRY  AND THE  URBAN CRISIS  OF
THE  LATE MIDDLE AGES, by Charles  Phythian-Adams. Past  and Present
Publications, Cambridge  University Press. 1979. £16.50.
The  author  is Senior  Lecturer  in the  Department  of  English  Local  History at the
University of Leicester and in  this study he is writing primarily for the student of
social  history, but it  would  be a pity if the general  reader, glancing at the sombre
title and the  statistical tables  which  buttress the  text  so  strongly, should  dismiss
this  book  as being too academic. Charles Phythian-Adams has  researched his
subject  with  such scientific  thoroughness, and has  examined  his  findings  so
perceptively, that  he has brought to  light  a  wealth of fresh facts.

Urban  decline  was  a  general  malaise  affecting many towns  and  cities  by the
end of the fifteenth century but, as  Coventry’ 5 municipal affairs happen to be
particularly well- documented, this  city was chosen as an  example  of  a  widespread
civic  sickness. It was  a  problem  which undoubtedly confronted Richard III on his
post-coronation progress and  which, had he  lived, must  have  been among the
chief  concerns  of his  reign; as it was, Henry VII  inherited  it. _

The  population  of  Coventry shrank  from 10,000 in the  mid-fifteenth  century
to less  than  5,000 in the  mid-sixteenth.  In the  same  period  York’s  declined from
12,000 to  8,000  and  Lincoln’s  diminished by about  two-thirds.  Bad harvests had
led to  inflation with  its attendant  evils  of unemployment  'and civil  unrest. Citizens
were  subject  to  heavy taxation  and the forced  payment  of ‘loans’.  High  food
prices, a nationé]  depression in  trade  and the loss of capital to  maintain  business,
inevitably led to  a  slump. The problems of  to-day seem  merely to  echo those  of
yesterday. There  were  even  strikes  for, in  1484, the  bakers  of Coventry, rebelling
against  an  unfair  assize, ‘sodenly’ departed  ‘oute  of the  seid  Cite  unto  Bakynton,
levying the  seid Cite  destitute of bred’.

The  local  captains  of  industry, that  is the top guildsmen, moved out of  town
partly to  avoid  the epidemics, frequent  during this period, but also to evade  their
obligations  both  social  and financial, thus  leaving the city without  responsible
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leadership.  The  high  fees charged  both  for apprenticeship and for the setting-up of
businesses (particularly if the applicants were ‘foreigners’, that  is not locally born)
discouraged fresh ventures and restricted the intake of ‘new  blood’.  The  dynastic
conflicts  of the fifteenth century had been  a  drain  on  borough  resources, especially
when  support  had been given to the  losing side. The consequences of war  cost
Coventry over  £2,000 between  1449—85  but, for the average  citizen, a  greater
disaster had  been the breakdown in dye  imports  which  vitally diminished  the  city’s
status  as  a leading textile  centre.

As the author develops his thesis, he  also  truly digs  out the realities of  late
medieval  urban  life.  It was  a  very class-conscious  society and a  man’s  social
position  was reckoned by his  ‘worth’ in  hard  cash; even the distribution of the
Holy Cake  after  Communion was in order ‘a-quordyng for every man’s degre’.  It
was  also  a  very insular  community, the  Weavers’ Ordinances of  1452—3 stating
that  ‘no man of the Crafte  take  no prentys but  that  he be an Engelysch man  borne
and  nother Frensche Skottysche ne  Iryyssh’.

There was an imbalance in the  sexes, 100 females to 72 males on average in
most towns, and  there  were nine times as many widows  as widowers.  Families
were  surprisingly small.  In 1520, households  of  only four to five persons  were  the
norm, with only one or two  living children, and it was  only in the upper reaches of
society that  the population replacement was  stable.  The ‘average  man’ (who  the
author  rightly says  does not  exist) worked  12-14  hours  a  day, six days  a  week,
and  spent  only four  to five  waking hours in his own home per weekday. The  ‘take-
home’ pay of  a  journeyman capper (fixed in  1496  at 12d 3 week) amounted  to 44s
in  a  working year  of 44  weeks.

This  book  may clear  up some popular  misconceptions  about life  in  a  fifteenth
to  sixteenth-century town  and it  lays  bare for us  those  problems  which  had to be
faced  by both  rulers and the ruled. It is  certainly not  a  superficial  study and it is
not particularly easy reading, but Charles Phythian-Adams has  made  a  real
contribution  to an understanding of the  situation which  developed at  this time; a
situation  which must have been of far greater national importance  than  the
amount of  attention  paid to it in  more  casual histories would suggest.

GWEN WATERS

glEglglEVAL LONDON SUBURBS, by Kevin McDonnell.  Phillimore  1978.
5. .

Despite the  title  of his  book  Dr McDonnell  only covers the area north-east of the
City of  London  bounded  by Ermine Street, the Thames and the river Lea.  This
includes  Stepney, Whitechapel, Bromley, Stratford at  Bow, Hackney, Poplar and
Wapping.  The period covered is pre-Roman  times  to the  sixteenth  century and
coverage is necessarily brief in less  than  200  pages.  The author deals  with  the
various  estates  in the area, the  main  medieval landowners  being ecclesiastical,
notably the Bishop of London (manor of Stepney) and the  canons  of St Pauls
(‘manor’ of Shadwell), their management, land  utilisation and the  development  of
communications.

Drainage of the land was a major preoccupation near the  Thames  and  there
is  a tantalizingly short section on  this  and the work of  maintaining the river and
sea walls by the commissioners of sewers  with  a  brief reference to the drainage
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undertaken by Kemp, Bishop of London 1450—89. The brevity of the treatment is
all too often the result of too few  records so it is surprising to find  a  rich  source of
information neglected in the chapter on the Lea  River.  The  water  mills  on the
banks  of the river  were  of considerable  importance  both  for flour and  fulling and
the two owned by the  Bridge  House Estates can be  traced  in  detail  in their records
from  the  time  of  their  acquisition: Saynes  mill 1212  and  Spilman’s mill  1276. The
details of  such  incidents  as the  rebuilding of  Sayne’s  mill  in 1385—6 or the  flooding
of  1466—7  and the  long list  of their tenants  might  have  added  much  colour and
pattern to the Lea  Valley story.

It is  when dealing with  the trades of the area, the bakeries of Stratford, the
cattle  grazing and slaughtering for the  markets  of  London,  the  lime burning of
Limehouse and the service  industries  to  shipping along the Thames  that  the  book
comes  alive, particularly for the  late  fifteenth  and  sixteenth  centuries,  a  time when
more personal records are  beginning to survive. The last chapters on the parishes,
religion  and  society are  successful  in  conveying the  complexities of this  unusual
area, half urban and  half  rural.

For the benefit of members of the Richard III Society, in the  Yorkist  period
this  was an  area  where John Howard had land (Stepney) and  where  he  lodged  his
retainers out of the  City (Ratclitfe), where the family of John Elrington, treasurer
of Edward  IV’s  household, had lands and where he and Henry Sharp,  councillor
of Edward IV, re-established a  guild  (Hackney) and where the Dryver  family
burnt lime  and  sold  it to officials of the  Yorkist kings.

On the  debit side  it must be said  that  a  detailed map of the entire area and  a
bibliography would have  been of considerable benefit to the reader, the  latter  to
explain  the  manuscript  references and  show what actually does  remain in the way
of  records.

ANNE F. 30110»:

GOVERNMENT  AND  COMMUNITY—ENGLAND 1450—1509, by J. R.
Lander. The New History of England, volume 1.  Published  by Edward Arnold,
1980. £12.95 hardback; £5.95 paperback.
Prof.  Lander sets out to  give  both  a  general appraisal of the period and  a  narrative
of the  affairs  of  state.  Accordingly, the  book  falls  evenly into  two  sections
subtitled  ‘Government  and  Society’ and ‘Politics’.

His first chapter is on ‘Economic  Life’ which begins  refreshingly with  a
simple though often forgotten truth that  some  nine-tenths  of the population still
lived more or less  directly from the land and were therefore extremely sensitive to
the success or  failure  of the  harvest.  The rest of the chapter  deals with  matters
which, on the  whole, affected  only small  sections  of the  community such  as the
cloth  industry or the  income  from the  estates of the  nobility but, through  all  this,
Lander is  able  to show  that  average  living standards were generally no worse, and
for  certain classes were decidedly better  than  those of the  14th  or  16th  centuries.

In the second chapter:  ‘The  Government of the  Realm’, Lander  impugns  the
capacity of the major  departments  and  institutions  of  state  to implement their
decisions when confronted by determined opposition. This suggests an ultimate
impotence of central government, and may even conjure up a picture  of
squabbling manor-grabbing violence familiar to readers of the Paston Letters.
Such  an  idea  is of  course  the  hallmark  of the  traditionally deprecative  view of
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‘Bastard Feudalism’.  But  Lande‘r does  not  follow this interpretation,  for he is one
of  a  number  of scholars who  have  followed McFarlane in  re-evaluating  this social
phenomenon as  having merits as  well  as  demerits. Lander  shows that it did not in
itself  cause  the  serious  disorder  which  he  notes  occasionally disrupted public  life;
in  such  periods  ‘manor-grabbing’ certainly occurred,  but,  adds Lander, the  more
lurid"‘stories  in  sources  like  the Paston Letters need not  always  be taken at face
value.

The  remaining three  chapters  of ‘Government and  Society’ look  at  ‘Royal
Finance’ (ch.  3), ‘Religious Life’ (ch.  4) and ‘Education and the  Arts’ (ch. 5).
Chapter  3 draws-its inspiration from  Wolffe’s  works  and hence shows  especially
the part played by reformed estate  administration  in  enabling the  King ‘to live of
his  own’, though  Lander is careful to  note that  this  was not the  Crown’s  main
source of  revenue. Chapter  4  describes  a  society deeply conscious  of its  religion,
or at  least  religion’s formalities, and  a  Church  subordinated to the  State, much  to
the  chagrin  of Rome. It  also  draws on the life of Margaret Beaufort as an  example
of the  austerity of aristocratic matrons and  notes  that  in her  later years  she spent
a  good  deal of her  time  on her knees, weeping and  predicting doom  (p.112):—
‘more  than a  bit of  a  bore’.  Chapter 5 concludes the section by taking stock  of the
spreading literacy, the  popularity of the  theatre, printing and  Perpendicular, or
‘Rectlinear’ Gothic architecture  as Lander prefers, though  it is sad  that, as usual,
military architecture  is treated crudely and not altogether correctly.

Thus far  there  is  little  cause  for complaint. Lander  has,  by and large, provided
a  good, competent  synthesis  of  what  we  know  of the  tapestry  of fifteenth-century
life.  The second  half  of the book—‘Politics’—is however, rather less  satisfactory.
The initial chapter on  Richard  of York emphasises the general reluctance of the
peerage  to  take  sides and  highlights  York’s  narrow  basis  of support, but is  rather
unfair to the  duke, and more  noticeably to Warwick  ‘who  was completely  inept  as
a  general’ (p.213). Lander is particularly scathing of  King Richard  too,  whom  he
describes as  ‘schizophrenic, a  criminal self-righteously invoking the  protection  of
the  Almighty’ (p.330) who in all probability murdered his nephews. Lander casts
aspersions on  Richard’s  zeal  for justice, and on his  abilities  as an administrator,
and on page 327  assesses his performance against the  Scots in  1481  and ’82 as ‘so
incompetent . .  .  that it had seriously vexed Edward  IV’.

Lander certainly has his  villains  and heroes, for where  York, Warwick  and
Richard are damned as  mediocrities or  worse,  Edward IV is  consistently praised.
Whereas  King Richard  ‘seized’ lands, King Edward ‘resumed’ them  and where
Richard  gave ‘rewards and  bribes’, Edward made  legitimate  use of his  rights  of
patronage. Only the  last  chapter on  Henry VII seems  comparatively free of
Lander’s  pet partialities,  though  here  too he would  have  us  believe that  the  King
was  almost  as neurotically anxious as his  King Richard. Still, the  chapters  On
‘Politics’ are  well worth  reading, and indeed  contain  some  stimulating suggestions
on matters  including Edward’s attitude to Henry Beaufort of Somerset and on
Edward’s  intentions in betrothing his daughter,  Elizabeth  to George  Neville  in
1470.

Arguably, Lander is at his  best  when  discussing the peerage as  a  whole.  This
is  a  subject  which  he has  studied  in  depth  and it is especially pleasing that he
contradicts  ‘the  great’ V. H. Galbraith who considered  that  most  medieval
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aristocrats  were men of  arrested  intellectual development.  It is  a  great pity then
that  Lander has not  applied  this  revisionist interpretation to  York, Warwick and
King Richard, and  that  on  occasion he  makes judgments  on  them  that  are not at
all sound.

JAMES PETRE

Notices of  Books  and Articles
The  following list consists  of recent  books  and  articles, mainly published  in the
last  twelve  months, although  earlier  publications  may be included. The
appearance of an  item  in  this  list  does  not preclude its subsequent  review.  Items
marked  by an asterisk are in the Society’s Library.

BOOKS
Archaeology of the  City of London.  Recent Discoveries  by the  Department  of
Urban  Archaeology. Museum  of London.  76 pages, illustrated.  1980. Museum of
London,  £3.50.

Covers  the  City’s  archaeology from the  earliest times  and  includes  a chapter on
medieval London.

Gerald  Cobb, English  Cathedrals.  176 pages, illustrated.  1980.  Thames  &
Hudson, £15.

Covers  Bristol, Ely, Peterborough,  Salisbury, Winchester, Lichfield,  Worcester,
Bath, Beverley and  Selby.  Illustrates the changes in the fabric  since  they were
built  in the Middle  Ages.

Douglas Gray, Robert  Henryson.  285 pages, 13  plates.  1980. E. J.  B'rill, £15.45.
The greatest  medieval Scots  poet; he lived  c.1430—c.1506.

David C.  Lindberg, Science  in the  Middle  Ages.  Illustrated.  1980.  University of
Chicago  Press, £6.0 (paper).

Essays by leading scholars; designed for all readers and not  merely specialists.
Zvi  Razi, Life, Marriage  and  Death  in  a Medieval  Parish. Economy, Society and
Demography in  Halesowen 1270—1400.  1980. Cambridge, £12.

Study of an  exceptionally complete  series of  court rolls throwing new  light  on
peasant  life  in the  middle ages.

ARTICLES
T. H. Aston, G. D. Duncan, T. A. R. Evans, The  Medieval Alumni  of the
University of Cambridge, Past  and  Present.  no. 86, February 1980, pages  9—86.

Report of  a  detailed analysis of  these men, their careers, position and influence
in  society.  Companion  article  to  that  on the Oxford  alumni  by T. H.  Aston,
Past  and  Present  no. 74, February 1977.

Christine  Carpenter, The Beauchamp Affinity:  a  study of bastard  feudalism  at
work, English Historical  Review,  vol.  95 no.  376, July 1980, pages 514—532.

How one fifteenth- -century magnate, Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick
1401— 1439, acquired  ‘worship’ and  ruled  1n his  county of Warwnckshlre

Christine Carpenter, Sir  Thomas  Malory and fifteenth century local  politics
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Bulletin  of the‘Institute  of Historical Research, vol. 53, no. 127, May 1980, pages
31—43.

The  author  offers an explanation of Sir  Thomas’s  unruly career.‘
Michael Jones, Education in  Brittany in the  later  Middle Ages, Nottingham
Medieval Studies, vol.  22, 1978, pages 58—77.

Relevant to students of Yorkist  period  for Brittany was an ally of the  Yorkist
kings and  played host  to the  young Henry Tudor  for  many years.

Will  H. L. Ogrinc, Western  Society and  Alchemy from 1200 to 1500, Journal  of
Medieval  History, vol.  6, no. 1, March 1980, pages 103-133.

Article  contains  a  discussion of uses to  which  alchemy was put and includes the
attempts to finance the Wars of the Roses by Henry VI.‘

Peter Baron Shaffery, ‘King Richard’s  Armour’.  A  Critical Enquiry, Antique

Arms  & Militaria,  vol.  2, no. 11, August  1980, pages 32—5 and  vol.  2, no. 12,
September 1980, pages  20—23.

A  detailed analysis  with  plates.‘

THESES

S. M.  Wright, A Gentry Society of the  Fifteenth  Century:  Derbyshire
c.1430—1509,  Ph.D.  thesis, University of  Birmingham  1978. 456 pages.  D
30309/80  BLLD  F.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It would be  appreciated
if advertisers forwarded  remittances together with  copy to be  inserted  to The

Editor, 17 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw  Street,  London N1  6LD.  Cheques or  postal
orders  should be crossed and made payable to the Richard 111 Society.

Other advertisements can be  accepted for  publication  in the  Ricardian  and
gyone interested in taking space—full, half  or quarter  page—should contact  the

itor.

The  Monarchist League.  All  readers  of The  Ricardian  would  find  much  of
interest in The  Monarchist.  Subscriptions, including full  membership of The
Monarchist  League, £10.00  p.a. Full details and application  forms available  from
the  Principal  Secretary, The Monarchist  League,  Secretariat,  15, Unthank  Road,
Norwich.

Medieval efflgial alabaster tombs  in  Yorkshire. Boydell  Press. 1976. 155 pp. 87  ill.
£7.50  post  free in UK.  Pauline Routh, 2  Tinshill  Lane, Leeds L816  7AP.

The  Richard  111  Society. A History.  By George Awdry.  Aiailable  from Don
Fleming, 23 Oakhill Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 3AA.  £1.50 including p. & p.

Wanted—Any material on  1979  National Theatre production of  “Richard III”
urgently required by private  collector.  Details  to:  Barbara  McCoury, 1234
Vancouver, Burlingame, California.
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The Mystery
of the

Princes

An  Investigation
’  into  a

Supposed Murder

Audrey Williamson

The Mystery of the Princes is available from
Alan Sutton Publishing Limited,

17a Brunswick Road, Gloucester GL1 1116
£6.95  plus  70p postage and packing.
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